
August 15, 2021 - 12  Sunday after Pentecost - Sermon notesth

1 Kings 2:10-12, 3:3-14;  Psalm 111; Ephesians 5:15-20; John 6:51-58

Year ago, when I worked in a retail store, I witnessed the occasional ‘melt-down’ when a toddler

(usually) did not get his or her way when it came to the toy department. It was more embarrassing when

the child in question was somewhat older. It was then I would sometimes I would hear the parent say

something like, “O grow up - you are too old to be behaving this way”.  This message did not usually

have any impact on the behaviour of the child whatsoever. Fortunately for all of you my days of lying on

the floor and crying about the fact that I wasn’t being allowed to have a particular toy are long behind

me.   I have, it would seem, grown up - at least in that regard.  Growing up is what we all wish to do at

some times while at other times we wish the process would at least slow down a little.  Growing up

means some extra freedoms but it always is connected with greater responsibilities as well. The teenager

who wishes to be treated as an adult may not be willing to bear the responsibilities that come with that

status. (Some ‘adults’ aren’t either) The act of maturing, of growing up, includes taking on some extra

responsibilities along with the greater freedoms and abilities that come with age and experience.  It is to

this ‘growing up’ that St. Paul encourages his readers in Ephesus dedicate their lives. 

We have been following the story of King David for the past few weeks and in this week’s

account we read of his death and the fact that his son, Solomon, was to be the heir to the throne.  The

intriguing and troubling story of how that transpired is recorded in the first chapter of the book of 1

Kings but given the portion of today’s reading from Chapter 3 of 1 Kings it would seem that God

accepted Solomon as the appropriately chosen king.  David was obviously a very effective king in that

the nation was well secured and prosperous under his reign but the story of the nation now shifts to

Solomon’s reign which is, like his father, filled with great decisions as well as poor decisions. In the

scene we have before us in this selection of readings Solomon has just been crowned and is contacted by

the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in a dream.  He is about to take on the full responsibility of being

a king when just a few weeks prior to this he was carefree. He is told to ask God for anything and it will

be given.  Solomon asks for the wisdom to perform the task of ruling the nation well and God is pleased.

Faced with the need to grow up into the role of being king caused Solomon to realize that something else

was going to be needed and so he asked for wisdom.  Part of the reason for God’s pleasure, I believe, is

that Solomon’s focus within the request is for others instead of just himself.  In my experience this is a

sign of growing maturity - taking responsibility for one’s actions and caring about how those actions will

impact other people.  Jesus once told his disciples to ‘seek first the kingdom of God and God’s

righteousness and all these things will be added to you’ and God’s response to Solomon’s request



follows that promise.  Not only did Solomon receive the discernment to govern the people he was also

given long life and riches.  The Journey with God - the Journey with Jesus - has other people as its focus. 

Solomon’s journey with God was another important portion of the journey of the nation of Israel -

including the construction of the first Temple in Jerusalem.  Solomon became known for his wisdom and

the book of Proverbs and the book of Ecclesiastes are attributed to him.  Psalm 111 declares that “the

fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom; all those who practice it have a good understanding.” (v.

10) So, wisdom will be the focus of Solomon’s journey with God.

Those of us who have ‘grown up’ have taken on whatever responsibility that has come our way,

sometimes reluctantly. We may resonate with the creator of a T-Shirt motto which reads “I Can’t Adult

Today” and we may wish to hide at times.  Being grown up is not meant to be the end of the fun we can

have.  A mature and genuine human life is one which integrates laughter and tears, duty and freedom,

child-likeness and sober second thought.  It is helpful to the work of God in our lives if we take on the

challenge of maturity and welcome God’s growth in our lives.

St. Paul, writing to the Ephesian Christians, urges them to apply wisdom in their lives.  One

definition of wisdom is: “the power of judging rightly and following the soundest course of action”. An

unwise person, it would seem, is one who does not follow the soundest course of action and does not

judge rightly.  St. Paul wanted the people of Ephesus who belonged to the Christian fellowship to live as

wise people. They were to use their intellect and understanding of God’s ways to make decisions on the

best course of action.  He reminded them that time was too short for it to be wasted and so urged them to

avoid things which took them away from a wise course of action such as the mind numbing effects of

too much alcohol.  Instead of that, he said, allow the Holy Spirit to fill you and focus attention on the

scriptures and hymns of the fellowship.  Wisdom, the ability to judge rightly, develops in us more

quickly when following this advice than when our time is spent in other ways.  St. Paul, I believe, is

encouraging the Christians in Ephesus to maximize their efforts in becoming mature and more genuinely

human.  We know from our own society that mind numbing drugs or alcohol often lead to disaster rather

than a wise course of action.  On the journey with Jesus, on the way to becoming mature and more

genuinely human, allowing the leadership of the Holy Spirit rather than any other factor is important and

will lead to wisdom.

Jesus, the one with whom we are on this journey, is a mature and genuine human that God

wishes we would all become.  As Jesus spoke to the synagogue in Capernaum about the Bread of Life he

was offering them himself as the means trough which there would be spiritual food for the journey.  It

has been the practice of the Christian Church from its earliest days to connect this promise with the



practice of gathering in community for a celebration of Holy Communion. The wine and bread from the

Passover table was endorsed by Jesus to be the effective symbol of his Body and Blood.  In a way that

we will never completely understand the actions of blessing, sharing, receiving and thanking God in the

liturgy provide a means for us to receive the Bread of Life.  One of the major difficulties of this

pandemic season is our inability to gather for this celebration until very recently. Even our gatherings

around the Holy Table are affected by restrictions but we pray for the day when the Covid-19 virus has

been brought under control in the way that Smallpox was brought under control about 100 years ago.  As

we watch and wait for that day the wise course of action would seem to include receiving the vaccine as

it is offered, continuing to wear a face mask to control the spread of the virus, limiting our physical

contact and washing our hands frequently.  The period of restrictions may continue to be with us for

some time in one form or another and so it would do us well, I believe, to allow God’s Holy Spirit to

teach us wisdom in how we are to live.  We may wish to go into a ‘melt-down’ regarding the need to

submit to these restrictions but I don’t think that is the adult thing to do. Keep God at the centre and our

particular fellowship of the saints as close as possible and we will be ushered through this trial by the

God who rescued us in and through the work of Jesus the Messiah.


